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We are pleased to bring the firepower of  
the 20th Anniversary Version of 
OmniTrader to our loyal customers.   
This new software is all about finding 
and confirming the best trades the 
market has to offer.  It’s also about 
providing information that will help 
you trade the markets faster and more 
reliably than you ever imagined.  Let’s 
explore it now… 

Powerful New Charts 

Heikin-Ashi charts use a brilliant calculation that merges 
two adjacent bars into the current bar that retains essential 
trend information.  The result is an AWESOME improvement 
in Signal Accuracy.   Heikin-Ashi Charts are all I use now.  
Look at the examples on pages 6-8, and you will see why.

Information at your Fingertips

We’ve added tabs to our charts for News, Fundamentals, and 
Research – right in the chart.  The News feed features up-
to-the-minute news, the Fundamentals tab provides timely 
information on individual stocks, and the Research tab links 
to a variety of financial web sites, which bring up  
information relevant to the charted symbol.

Just click any tab to bring up information for a chart symbol 
in the same area.  You can also use OmniTrader’s  
synchronize feature to display all the information in  
synchronized charts, as shown on pages 8-9. 

Finally, we’ve added EZ Trade, making it super easy to Buy/
Sell right in the chart, without having to use or configure a 
Trade Plan.

NEW in OmniTrader 2014 -  Earnings Dates!

A very important piece of information for stock traders is 
Earnings Release Dates.  It is extremely important to know 
whether or not there is an Earnings Release within your 
trading window.   Earnings Release dates are displayed on 
the Chart (with days to release), the Fundamentals tab AND 
can be added as a column in the Focus List.

Signals from our Servers – FREE!

With the OmniTrader 2014 upgrade, you will be able to  
instantly access Signals for all your Plug-In Strategies in the 
Focus List or on the Vote Line!

Your charts will fly because there is practically ZERO analysis 
for OmniTrader to do.   This new resource will help you (a) 
confirm Signals between Strategies, (b) prospect for trading 
ideas across Strategies and (c) combine Signals for the best 
possible view of profit potential in any chart.  See Page 14 for a 
glimpse of it.

There’s more to this awesome upgrade!   We’ve added the 
ability to load Real Time bars into an End of Day profile.  This 
means you can run Real Time analysis on thousands of symbols, 
and/or thousands of intraday bars.  For Traders and Strategy 
Developers alike, this is a powerful new advancement.  

And, the NEW Ichimoku Cloud Module

The OmniTrader 2014 upgrade package includes the new 
Ichimoku Cloud Module (ICM).  Ichimoku Clouds are being 
adopted by traders around the world, and for good reason!  The 
clarity of the indicators is amazing.  ICM comes with some 
great new Strategies and a seminar that explains how to use the 
technique.  See page 10.

This is the most full-featured upgrade package we have ever 
created, with improved charts, relevant trading information, 
Server Signals, and a new, state of the art trading technique 
with Ichimoku.  Get ready to discover the magic of 
OmniTrader 2014.

Sincerely,
 

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder
Nirvana Systems, Inc.

A Powerful New OmniTrader

OmniTrader 2014        
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Research

FundamentalsSignals from our Servers

Experience the Advantage!

Exploring OmniTrader 2014:
Gain a SIGNIFICANT 
Trading Advantage with 
OmniTrader 2014.
With OmniTrader 2014, you are going to get 
BETTER SIGNALS with better charts, plus a 
wealth of additional information to help you make 
the best possible trading decisions.

And, with Signals from our Servers, we have given 
our users the ability to prospect for great trading 
opportunities without having to wait for analysis 
to be run – and at ZERO COST for the Plug-Ins 
you own! 

The articles that follow will help you understand 
the awesome power of the OmniTrader 2014 
upgrade.   There’s a lot to get excited about!

     . . . .

         . . . . . .

             . . . .

    . . . . . . . . 

                           . . . . 

     . . . . . . . .

   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

News

More Accurate 
Signals

Information at your Fingertips      

The Heikin-Ashi Advantage    

OmniTrader 2014 at a Glance       

Ichimoku Cloud Module             

Improved Real Time Analysis     

Signals from our Servers              

Special Offer .                               
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New Tabs in 2014

Turning Information into 
Actionable Knowledge
OmniTrader 2014 is the Best Technical Analysis
Opportunity Generator in the world – especially
with the many new features added in the upgrade.
But before you trade, it can pay handsomely to check
additional key information about the market and
individual stocks.

When you find a great technical setup in the new 
version of OmniTrader, you can now easily check the 
most important additional information that drives 
prices; News, Fundamentals, Earnings Report Dates 
and related information. Using tabs to the right of 
the chart, OmniTrader 2014 puts the most important
information about any stock at your fingertips.

Checking the News is Fast and Easy

Are you seeing an unusual move or down-turn?
Before you trade a Reversal Signal, you may want to
check the News to see if the recent decline is based
on important news that could drive the stock lower.
In the absence of any reason, we can conclude that
the pull-back is a normal market event and therefore
the stock is likely to rebound. Checking the News
before trading is a very smart habit to get into.

Key Fundamentals at your Fingertips

The new Fundamentals tab in OmniTrader 2014’s
charts display key fundamental information. Just
click the Fundamentals tab and the most widely used
measurements are all there.

Heikin-Ashi Chart  (see page 6)

News Feed web page pops-up when links are clicked.

Fundamentals tab shows information on the financial 
health of a company.

OmniTrader 2014
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The Most Informed Trader Wins the Game

Once you have checked important pieces of information related to your 
trade, you can Buy or Sell using the new EZ Trade feature we’ve added 
to the top and side of each chart.  This new feature is similar to many 
brokerage programs and makes trading the charted symbol quick and easy.  
There is no need to use Trade Plans (but they can still be used in 
the traditional way, with the Chevron).   

NOW - Earnings 
Release Dates in OT!
Earnings Reports are key drivers of stock price 
movement.  It’s important to check for earnings 
before placing a trade.  Here are just some stocks 
that recently experienced dramatic moves as a 
result of earnings reports: 

In OmniTrader 2014, you can see the next 
Earnings Release Date in the Focus List and in 
the Charts.  Never miss another Earnings date.

EZ Trade in Charts

Plus, a Convenient Research Tab
The Research tab brings up web pages from 
financial sites that are based on the symbol loaded 
into the chart.  This saves time and facilitates 
in-depth research ahead of the trade.  

OmniTrader 2014 shows a “$” in the chart ahead of earnings, with 
number of days to the report (+3 days in this example for Google).  
On October 17, Google outperformed analyst estimates, gaining 14% 
in one session.

$+3

Pending Earnings are marked in the charts with a “$” Symbol.

$
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False Signals caused
by chart noise
False Signals caused
by chart noise

Candle Chart for DIA from May through October 2013.  Many gaps form in the 
charts from day to day, and false Signals are often caused by “chart noise”.

Heikin-Ashi chart for DIA over the same period.  The difference in trend clarity is 
astonishing.  The primary trend reversal points were easily identified.

What is a 
‘Heikin-Ashi’ Chart?
Heikin-Ashi Candlesticks are essentially 
Japanese candlesticks that have been 
adjusted or “smoothed” to filter out minor 
counter-trend moves.   

The Japanese word Heikin means “average” 
and Ashi means “bar”.  These “average-
bar” charts easily identify trending periods, 
potential reversal points and classic 
technical analysis patterns. 

Heikin-Ashi Candlesticks use the Open 
and Close from the prior bar and the Open, 
High, Low, Close from the current period 
to create a bar that represents a combination 
of the current and prior price bars, with one 
HA bar formed for each Candle bar.

Much Easier AND More 
Profitable to Trade 
 
 To the right are both a Heikin-Ashi chart 
and a candle chart for DIA (Dow Industri-
als SPDR) using the same Strategies.  The 
false Signals generated in September and 
October in the Candle Chart were filtered 
out by the Heikin-Ashi chart.   
 
Heikin-Ashi is also valuable for spotting 
a potential change in trend.  When bars 
change from red to green or vice versa, we 
know a trend change is likely.   

Compare the charts and signals.  
Which would you rather trade from?

A Better Candle Chart

Heikin-Ashi Charts
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False Signals

Red Bars

No False Signals

No Red Bars

Improve every aspect of your analysis!

False Signals

Red Bars

This 60 Minute Candle Chart for Verizon has several false Reversal Signals, 
caused by minor fluctuations in the chart.

The 60 Minute Heikin-Ashi chart generates better Signals.  Note how the period 
from October 16 through October 23 had only green bars.  The ICM Trailing 
Stop, developed by Jeff Drake, takes advantage of this behavior (see page 13).   

You can apply all indicators and Strategies to Heikin-Ashi charts in precisely the 
same way you would to regular candle charts.

Heikin-Ashi in Real Time
As we built the OmniTrader 2014 
upgrade, I was so impressed with the 
improved Signals and trend-following 
qualities of Heikin-Ashi, I decided to 
use them exclusively for my trading.  

‘I’m sold on 
Heikin-Ashi!’ -
Ed Downs
 I still plot the Candle Charts to see 
actual prices, but all my analysis for 
Signals and Chart Patterns is now 
based on Heikin-Ashi charts.  The 
improvement in all aspects of technical 
analysis with these charts is amazing.

The Real Time Advantage

Perhaps the biggest opportunity to ben-
efit from Heikin-Ashi charts is in Real 
Time trading.  We all know that Real 
Time charts can be “choppy” because 
of the minor swings that can happen 
during the session.  

Take a look at the example shown to the 
right for 60 minute charts on Verizon.  
Similar to our End of Day example on 
the previous page, the Candle Chart has 
many false Signals, but the Heikin-Ashi 
Chart captured the trend that started 
October 16 flawlessly!

The trend changes are clearer, the 
indicators work better, and the Signals 
are MUCH better.  Using Heikin-Ashi 
in actual Real Time conditions will put 
a smile on your face, as you more easily 
identify the start of new trends.
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Now, you can get Signals for all your 
Plug-Ins directly from our Servers 
– within minutes of Market Close 
each day.   Each day, we run ALL our 
Plug-In Strategies on the entire market 
of stocks and ETFs and provide both 
historical and right-edge Signals directly 
into your OmniTrader.  

Review all the Signals generated  
quickly and easily, or add columns to 
your Focus List so you can confirm 
across Strategies.  AND, your 
OmniTrader will literally FLY because 
it doesn’t have to run any analysis.

 

SPECIAL OFFER:  
Preview ALL our Plug-In 
Signals.  See page 
14 for details.

What Makes 
OmniTrader 2014 our 
BEST Upgrade Ever?

Signals from 
our Servers

The Heikin-Ashi Strategy Advantage
Heikin-Ashi Daily chart is plotted above the Daily chart 
using the same Strategies.   It’s easy to see how much 
better the Signals are in the Heikin-Ashi chart.  This 
chart type provides a significant advantage in 
OmniTrader’s analysis.

Better Charts       Better Information   

OmniTrader 2014
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Ichimoku Cloud Module
Get Fabulous Trend-Following 
Signals and easy chart 
confirmation with ICM!

New! Chart Tabs
This page shows the new chart tabs in OmniTrader 
2014.  Using our synchronized charts feature: all 
charts populate with information from any symbol 
that is selected in the Focus List (AAPL in this case).  

News Tab
Our News Feed shows you all the recent news for 
the symbol currently charted. News automatically 
updates to keep you ahead of the game.

Fundamentals Tab
The Fundamentals Tab shows you a compendium 
of fundamental information, letting you quickly 
analyze a company’s financial health, 
and balance sheet.

Research Tab
With the Research Tab, you can enhance your
understanding of the underlying company with 
links to external analyses on the current symbol 
from a variety of financial web sites.

EZ Trade 
The new EZ Trade feature is the easiest and most 
convenient way to enter orders for the given 
symbol.

Earnings Release Dates
OmniTrader 2014 keeps you ahead of the curve, by 
ensuring you always know when the next earnings  
release will be. This data is available in both the 
charts and as a column in the Focus List.

Better Analysis         Better TRADES!
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NEW!  
   The Ichimoku Cloud Module

The Ichimoku Cloud Module reveals hidden Support and Resistance levels.  As price touches or penetrates 
the Cloud, entry points are easy to see, as shown in this chart for Intel. 

Introducing the  
Ichimoku Cloud Module 

The OmniTrader 2014 package  
includes a new Module that has the 
promise to forever change the way 
traders view their charts.

Ichimoku (also known as Ichimoku 
Kinko Hyo) translates to “one 
glance equilibrium charts”.  A 
“cloud” is formed as a shaded area 
between the Support and Resistance 
lines of the Ichimoku indicators.  

These  indicators make it very easy 
to see trend direction and strength, 
future support and resistance levels, 
and even price momentum.

Ichimoku Clouds provide a wealth 
of visual information and have 
helped traders make profitable 
trading decisions for decades. 

Recently, the Ichimoku Cloud has 
gained popularity across the globe. 
Traders are using these tools to trade 
not only stocks, but commodities, 
options and forex as well. 

With the Ichimoku Cloud Module 
(ICM), Nirvana Systems has taken 
these tools and molded them into a 
powerful new trading package.

Trading with  Ichimoku

The Ichimoku approach takes 
recent price data and plots two main 
indicators (Leading Span A and 
Leading Span B) to create a “cloud”.  
The cloud is then shifted to the right. 



NEW!  
   The Ichimoku Cloud Module
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Hidden Support and Resistance Revealed! 

Ichimoku with Heikin-Ashi Charts

The example above shows the previously strong GM steadily 
falling in early June. When the Heikin-Ashi chart tests the cloud 
we spot an excellent entry into the trend.

In August GNW was trading inside the Ichimoku Cloud. The 
Heikin-Ashi chart shows a clear break from the Cloud late in the 
month, allowing us to take advantage of a strong breakout opportunity.

The visual nature of the cloud can tell us many 
things. If price is on either side of the cloud, 
we can instantly see what kind of trend we are 
in. The thickness of the cloud tells us trend 
strength. As price approaches the cloud, we will 
often see the cloud provide support or resistance. 

Already you can see that the Ichimoku Cloud 
provides you with valuable information AND 
that it is easy to engage.

Additional indicators are included in the 
Ichimoku Cloud Module to provide even more 
information. These tools have been used to 
create three powerful Trading Strategies that 
present you with great trading candidates right 
out of the box.
  
Using Ichimoku Clouds with 
Heikin-Ashi Charts 

Most traders that use Ichimoku Clouds 
will apply them to Heikin-Ashi charts. The 
smoothness of the Heikin-Ashi chart coupled 
with the high impact visual nature of Ichimoku 
Clouds is a powerful combination.

The ICM Trading Strategies on the next page 
are configured to be used with Heikin-Ashi 
charts, which are included in OmniTrader 2014. 

The two examples to the right show how 
Heikin-Ashi and Ichimoku Clouds make it easy 
to identify profitable trading opportunities.  

The first example on GM shows a “bounce” off 
the Cloud. We watch for Heikin-Ashi bars to 
reach the Cloud and bounce off it, providing a 
good entry point.

The second chart for GNW shows a break 
through the top of the Cloud. These “breakout” 
situations are often very profitable, and are 
extremely easy to identify when the Cloud 
Indicator is displayed on the chart.

Testing the 
cloud

Breaking through 
the Cloud
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New Ichimoku Cloud Strategies

The Cloud Bounce Strategy finds great trend trades as price reacts to 
a test of the Ichimoku Cloud.

Very Accurate Breakout and 
Reversal Signals!
The Ichimoku Cloud Module includes three 
mechanical strategies that were developed to 
provide you with the most popular Ichimoku 
Cloud trading setups.
  
Cloud Bounce Strategy 

The ICM Cloud Bounce Strategy looks 
for price to test the outer boundaries of the 
Ichimoku Cloud. Since the Cloud often offers 
support or resistance, this setup provides 
excellent trend trading opportunities.

Cloud Breakout Strategy

The second strategy is the ICM Cloud Breakout 
Strategy. This strategy looks for price to push 
through the top of the Cloud while analyzing 
the Ichimoku indicators for confirming factors.

Red Cloud Reversal Strategy

The ICM Red Cloud Reversal Strategy will fire 
long when the cloud is red and price tests the 
top of the cloud. When this occurs we usually 
see strong support which leads to good reversal 
trades.

The Cloud Breakout Strategy generates signals that are often fol-
lowed by explosive moves and exceptional results. The ICM Stop 
was created specifically for these Strategies (see next page).

ICM Stop
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The ICM Trailing Stop 

The Ichimoku Cloud Module includes a 
stop that was specifically designed to be used 
with Heikin-Ashi charts. The ICM Trailing 
Stop takes advantage of the smoothness that 
is inherent in a Heikin-Ashi chart by only 
updating once a bar prints against the trade. 

The charts on page 12 show the ICM stop in 
action. You will note that the original level of 
the stop doesn’t change as long the bars advance 
in the same direction.  When an opposite bar 
prints, the stop will update to the low of that bar 
with a cushion. 

The  ICM Trailing Stop does an excellent job of 
allowing a trade to maximize its gains without 
exiting too soon.   All three of the ICM Trading 
Strategies use the ICM Trailing Stop.

Mastering the Ichimoku Cloud Seminar 
with Jeff Drake

The Ichimoku Cloud Module is easy to apply.  However, we want to 
make sure our users take full advantage of the valuable tools provided, 
so we are including a new seminar titled,  Mastering the Ichimoku 
Cloud by Jeff Drake.  In the seminar, Jeff explains the concept  behind 
Ichimoku Clouds.  He then shows specifically how to use the ICM 
tools to enhance your trading.

In this seminar you will learn:
•	 The Concept behind the Ichimoku Cloud Module
•	 How to determine previously hidden Support and Resistance
•	 How to recognize the best Ichimoku Trading Setups 
•	 Combining Ichi Clouds and Heikin-Ashi charts
•	 Which Ichimoku Strategies to use 

based on your Trading Style
•	 The Profit Power of the ICM Trailing Stop

Real Time Bars in EOD Profiles!

Real Time Profiles in OmniTrader are limited to less 
than five hundred symbols. 

Now, you can add intraday periodicities to END OF 
DAY Profiles.  This means you can load thousands of 
bars of Real Time data, for hundreds of Symbols. 
 
This is very important for those working on Real Time 
Strategies (including us)!   But  there is another 
benefit --  now, you can run  unlimited symbols on 
Real Time bars to get Trading Signals before the start 
of the session.  Talk about a Power Prospecting Tool!  

Also NEW in OmniTrader 2014:

5,000 
60-Minute Bars!

This chart for AAPL has 5,000 60-minute bars loaded.  



OmniTrader 2014 Upgrade............................................. $149
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NOW – Get All your Strategy 
Signals INSTANTLY.

Server Signals can be selected from the Strategy drop-down OR add Server 
Signal columns to your Focus List.

Announcing Signals 
From our Servers
We are preparing to launch a new service 
that will provide Signals for all our Plug-ins, 
including WaveTrader, iTLB, Divergence, 
Hurst, etc. to our OmniTrader 2014 users.  

Using fast new servers, we are generating 
every Signal for every Plug-In Strategy, for 
nearly every stock and ETF in the market, 
over 10+ years of data. These Signals will be 
available in OmniTrader 2014.  

How do you use Server 
Signals in OmniTrader?    
 
This new feature will enable you to 
prospect for great trading ideas faster than 
ever before.  You can instantly browse all 
the Signals from all your Plug-Ins, because 
OmniTrader doesn’t have to run any 
analysis.  And, your charts will fly, too.

You can also add Signal columns as you 
like to your Focus List to “confirm” Signals 
from your customized Strategies. With your 
upgrade purchase, you gain 100% FREE 
Access to Signals from any Plug-In you 
currently own.   

Instant Signals from Any Plug-In Strategy

SPECIAL BONUS: Get Any Plug-In 
FREE with the Special Package!

Redeemable for any Plug-In 
through January 31, 2014.

Our best ever Upgrade 
Package Offer!  

When you purchase the OmniTrader 
2014 Upgrade Package, you will have 
access to the signals from ALL of our 
Plug-ins through January 31st. This 
allows you to evaluate the type of signals 
generated by each strategy and see which 
ones will help the most with 
your trading.  

Once you have explored our server 
signal library, select your favorite Plug-
in FREE of charge! Get the OT 2014 
Upgrade Package and instantly expand 
your trading horizons. 

Select any Plug-in you own  
without having to run  
the Strategies.

Add Columns for Server 
Signals as well.



           

FREE SHIPPING when you order by the deadline!*
Order Online: www.omnitrader.com/upgrade

Call: 1-800-880-0338

OmniTrader 2014 
Experience the Advantage

Order by November 27th and Save!

Fundamentals, News and Research Tabs 
Easily check the most important additional information 
that drives prices.

Our software is backed by our unconditional Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you are not fully satisfied, you may return the software, within 30 days of purchase, 
for a 100% refund, less shipping and handling. In bundle offers, the OmniTrader upgrade is valued at $149 if purchased by the deadline, $199 after the deadline. Texas 
residents add 8.25% sales tax. Educational material is non-refundable. * U.S. Residents Only

Order by November 27th and Save!

OmniTrader 2014 Upgrade    $199

Order by November 27th    $149 

Ichimoku Cloud Module (w/seminar)   $495

Order by November 27th    $349

OmniTrader 2014 Upgrade............................................. $149

Heikin-Ashi Charts
This powerful chart type provides a significant 
advantage in OmniTrader’s analysis by providing both 
improved signals and trend-following qualities.

EZ Trade
Similar to many brokerage programs, this new feature 
makes trading the charted symbols quick and easy.

Signals From Our Servers
Users now have the ability to prospect for great trading 
opportunities without having to wait for analysis to run. 
Get instant access to Signals in the Focus List or on the 
Vote Line.

Ichimoku Cloud Module with Mastering Ichimoku Cloud Seminar
Ichimoku Cloud Module………...….$495 
This powerful new module provides a wealth of visual 
information including trend direction and strength, future 
support and resistance levels and price momentum to help 
you make profitable trading decisions.  

Mastering the Ichimoku Cloud 
Seminar….......................................FREE 
In this new seminar, Jeff Drake will arm you with the 
knowledge you need to start using the Ichimoku Cloud 
Module immediately to win in the markets. 
(Reg. $249 – Seminar is FREE with purchase of the module.)
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Earnings Release Date Updates
You can see the next Earnings Release Date in the Focus 
List and in the Charts.  Never miss another Earnings date.

(Reg. $199)

$495

FREE

Select any Plug-in valued up 

to $495 through Jan 31, 2014

Special Package Price $395
Includes OmniTrader 2014 Upgrade 

PLUS Ichimoku Cloud Module with seminar. 

SPECIAL BONUS 
FREE Plug-in of your choice! 

Offer Ends November 27th
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